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Pain Clinic
We encourage you to discuss any part of this program with your G.P. or clinician.

In 2018, the prestigious Lancet research journal recognised lower back pain as a leading 
cause of disability across the globe.  Within Pain Clinic a number of health professionals 
have come together to offer a multi-modal online programme to help you overcome 
struggles with pain, relevant physical real world movements and possible emotional 
difficulties associated with chronic lower back pain.

The recent Lancet low Back Pain series leads us to understand that our society is in 
desperate need for non-pharmacological, non-surgical, conservative interventions for 
chronic pain management.  You can access the series here.  Unfortunately, to read the 
full papers you’d have to log in to access these. Annoyingly this is the case of a lot of 
papers, but don’t worry, we’ve done this and read it all for you!

http://www.thelancet.com/journals/lancet/article/PIIS0140-6736(18)30480-X/fulltext


Pain Clinic
Click here to see how even mainstream media are now picking up on the fact that 
surgical and pharmaceutical options are often no better than sham and placebo 
treatments leading to a large surge of experts pushing for conservative options of self 
management.   You can see this via the BBC link or via the videos below.

“Paracetamol is ineffective For Back Pain and Arthritis, So What Does Work?”

“Study Shows Common Anti-Inflammatory Drugs Ineffective For Treating Back 
Pain”

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/health-43469300
https://youtu.be/Kk4aJSUUujU
https://youtu.be/PB21Qo9jHqA
https://youtu.be/PB21Qo9jHqA
https://youtu.be/Kk4aJSUUujU
https://youtu.be/PB21Qo9jHqA
https://youtu.be/PB21Qo9jHqA


Pain Clinic

It is worth also mentioning here the potential risks and side effects of surgical and 
pharmacological management versus conservative treatments.  Conservative 
treatments are certainly advised as a first approach. In many governing body 
guidelines, they make it very clear what an evidence guided approach is :-



Pain Clinic
The previous image is the N.I.C.E guidelines which are the clinical authority in the U.K. 
Below is the front page of the American College of Physicians guidelines for chronic 
low back pain, they not surprisingly are the American Clinical Authority.  Again if you 
really with to read these click here, but rest assured we’ve done this already for you 
:)

Or if you prefer learning about the N.I.C.E guidelines in video form see the video 
below :-

“How To Manage Low Back Pain and Sciatica - NICE Updates Draft Guidance”

http://annals.org/aim/article/2603228/noninvasive-treatments-acute-subacute-chronic-low-back-pain-clinical-practice
https://youtu.be/4PpnA6nB-t8
https://youtu.be/4PpnA6nB-t8
https://youtu.be/4PpnA6nB-t8


Pain Clinic
In Pain Clinic we introduce a Bio-Psycho-Social approach to self-pain management, 
as advised via the many national guidelines including those mentioned above.  The 
biological framework (body/structural) approaches for chronic pain don’t seem to 
fully explain the complex reasons for why people have chronic back pain and they 
also are missing psycho-social factors that are associated and influential upon 
chronic pain outcomes.  We are very passionate about following an evidence base to 
help determine our interventions used within The Pain Clinic.  

The research is very clear that a multi-modal program should be offered and the 
individual interventions all have degrees of scientific credibility, we confidently feel 
this package is in line with current research on low back pain.

Today we encourage you to simply sift through some of the relief position videos on 
the website and get a feel for some of those that you may enjoy.   Even just 
watching a couple of videos is a start but actively trying some out would be even 
better.  Remember your aim is to find movements you find that lower your overall 
sense of threat.  Some may do this, some may not, just playfully explore and see 
what you experience.  

Tomorrow you will get your first introduction in the Psycho-Education Program, so 
watch out for that email which will teach you a little more about Pain.  It may be wise 
to create a separate email folder, so you can keep all your Pain Clinic education 
material together in one place.
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Pain Clinic
Guided by the best available and most recent evidence we are aware of in pain 
management, this programme merges together biological interventions with both 
psychological and social strategies. This enables the user to adopt a big picture 
approach to help re-conceptualise not just their physical ideas about their pain, but 
also their emotional and psychological beliefs surrounding their “Pain Story”.

A common and traditional clinical experience for patients is letting the 
professional “find the problem” which then may be attempted to be “fixed” 
by the clinician.

Pain clinic has quite a different approach, we are encouraging you to 
“change” yourself, but don’t panic, we will be alongside every step of the way 
but the onus will be on self-management.  



Pain Clinic

You will be completing guided movement therapies as part of our biological 
approaches section, but you are encouraged to develop your own movement 
practices that are relevant to your own life.  In these sections you will be pro-
vided with in-depth information about the nature of pain (what we call Pain 
Education). This will help you to understand the pain process and 
components of this programme better and why we are doing what we are 
doing, which includes psychological interventions and a social support 
structure.



Pain Clinic
Our movement programme addresses “movement-related pain memories” by applying 
the exposure without danger principle.  We are aiming to challenge your perception 
of exercise and movement, aiming to decrease the threat of anticipated danger, and 
address the reasoning behind these fears.  Thus assuring the safety of the movements 
and improving confidence of successful accomplishment of the exercise.  Common life 
situations such as bending, twisting, picking items up off the floor, lifting items 
overhead, getting up and down off the floor and many more are explored from a full 
Bio-Psycho-Social perspective.

So let’s get started by learning a little bit about Chronic Pain.

Pain “Psycho” Education Story.
Why bother teaching you about Pain?  

You simply want to get “better”!    Why would helping you understand clearly more 
about pain help with your pain outcomes?

Well there is actually reasonable evidence to suggest that Therapeutic Pain 
Education as developed by Adrian Louw PhD can actually help improve pain outcomes. 
We’ve provided a reference list at the end of this guide if you wish to check some of 
these papers.   

We certainly don’t suggest that learning about pain alone is the only treatment one will 
ever need, far from it, however it may be useful in helping you think differently about 
pain and may help you to understand why we are doing the interventions we are doing.   
As part of a multidisciplinary approach to pain management, education on pain itself 
is the web that ties all the reasoning together.

This section is used to help you realise why we are doing the other interventions, why 
it’s so important to keep you moving in a way that is meaningful for you, and of course 
to reconceptualise potentially harmful beliefs you may have about the causes of your 
pain. This is the really difficult bit, addressing back pain myths which are truly a 
cultural society problem.

We strongly believe that helping people understand more about their individual 
experience of pain can be helpful in reducing it.



Pain Clinic
So, are you ready to think differently about your pain?  

We know back pain is extremely common, affecting around 80% of people on the 
planet!  It’s equally common amongst age groups, although slightly more prevalent 
as we get older.

Furthermore back scans like MRI’s and X rays are not as useful as you may think!  If 
one has back pain, we’ve been conditioned over a lifetime to expect a scan to show a 
problem, which is then attributed to the cause of the pain, if only life was that 
simple!

The problem with having a scan is that it will almost always show something and 
much of this ‘stuff’ is poorly linked with back pain.  

1 in 3 20 years olds if scanned would have some degree of a disc bulge (slipped disc 
is a term you may have heard before, discs don’t actually slip but this is what they 
are referring too).   
37% of 20 year olds will have disc degeneration, 30% will have disc protrusions.  

Sounds quite nasty to be a 20-year-old right?  



Pain Clinic
Well, note that these people shown were asymptomatic, thus not in any pain.   In fact 
this is very common in many areas of the body, not just the spine as you can see 
from the image below.



Pain Clinic
In fact these issues are very similar to maybe getting a few wrinkles or grey hairs.



Pain Clinic
By the time you are over 45, you are almost certain to have a disc bulge or some 
degree of degeneration of the discs and spine!  

Does this mean you are doomed?

Nope – remember, these statistics were all done on people who had zero pain.  

The research is quite clear now that these appear to be fairly normal findings, that 
increase with age, 84% of 80 year olds with no pain will have a disc bulge.  

To be very clear, these structural findings are very common in people with no pain, 
thus we know that they cannot be solely causative of pain.

Please click here to watch a video for further information regarding MRI and X 
ray results being harmful or helpful.

Ok, so people can have structural findings on scans like MRI’s and have no pain, let’s 
just get that one clear, this is simple fact.

This will be very challenging to accept, especially if you’ve always been told that pain 
is a sign of injury or damage.  The truth is that people can be in a lot of pain, yet the 
MRI’s can also show nothing, no structural issues at all, yet the patient is clearly in 
pain.

Teaching Point – 
Tissue Damage Does Not Equal Pain 

https://www.youtube.com/watch%3Fv%3Du3EK9h4JQlo


Pain Clinic
There are many picture examples and videos freely available on the Internet where 
people had extensive damage (shark bites, limbs blown off, broken bones) and actually 
felt zero or very little pain.  As I don’t wish to put off the more squeamish in nature I’ll 

refrain from putting up these pictures but feel free to look them up if that is an 
interest!   However it also goes both ways.

See this example 

The picture above is from a wonderful case report of a patient that was written up 
in the British Medical Journal (BMJ).  This gentleman stood on a large nail that went 
right through his boot. He was screaming in agony, even to a point of being sedated.  
Incredibly, the nail went through the boot, IN BETWEEN his toes and never actually 
caused any damage!  Crazy eh?

Can you write down a couple of examples yourself when the pain and actual level of 
damage may not have been in alignment? For example, a paper cut.
______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________



Pain Clinic
So WHY does this happen?

“Are you saying the pain is all in my head Doc?”  No, the pain is certainly always a 
very real experience.  However to dig deeper you’ll have to wait for our content which 
we will send you in a couple of days.  Keep practicing the pain relief positions vide-
os, play around with them and find out which ones suit you best.  You can always go 
back over this document if you feel you need to understand it better, or discuss it 
with fellow members in our community group.  You have just started on your journey.

We shall be in touch very soon!
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Pain Clinic
What is Pain?

Well firstly pain is unavoidable and healthy.  If we didn’t feel pain, like the little girl in the 
video below then life situations would become very tricky indeed because without pain 
we would be putting ourselves in danger of serious damage.  Did you know there are 
actually people on the planet who don’t feel any pain ever!  This is known as Congential 
Insensitivity to pain.  Here is a video of how serious a condition this is and why pain is so 
important for us.

“The Little Girl Who Doesn’t Feel Pain”

Here is an update as to how the girl has progressed in her life

https://youtu.be/AqRcngt0-h0
https://youtu.be/AqRcngt0-h0
https://youtu.be/AqRcngt0-h0
https://youtu.be/bRaCFUtpxFU
https://youtu.be/bRaCFUtpxFU
https://youtu.be/bRaCFUtpxFU
https://youtu.be/bRaCFUtpxFU


Pain Clinic
It may be hard to accept just now, but pain provides us with protection and 
this is a positive thing.  The problem is that this “protection system” can 
sometimes have some problems itself.   Like a new car alarm that goes off 
all the time even though there is no one around, or the new smoke alarm you 
just bought, that goes off even though you just burnt the toast a little bit!

So a simple analogy could be to suggest pain is like an alarm system, and 
sometimes this alarm can become a little sensitive and easily triggered!

Persistent or chronic pain is often more to do with changes and issues with 
the “alarm system” rather than a true reflection of the current physical state 
of the tissues in the body.

So let’s recap :-

Pain is like an alarm

Pain is NOT always a fair damage indicator

We can have no pain with lots of damage

We can have pain with no damage



Pain Clinic
So what the hell is pain all about then????

The IASP (A big international association of pain experts!) define pain as: 

“An unpleasant sensory and emotional experience associated with actual or potential 
tissue damage, or described in terms as such damage”

We now know pain is influenced by multiple factors commonly described as 
Bio-Psycho-Social factors.  Instead of that big word, think instead body, mind and 
environment.

Pain is modulated by many factors like beliefs and previous experiences, mood and 
emotions, social issues and environmental factors, stress, attention and sensory 
stimulation, all of which are addressed within this course.

-The Brain-  

It may be hard to fully grasp this concept but pain is an “Output” from your brain.  

It may be easier to grasp this concept by applying it to other senses.   View the follow-
ing videos to see how vision and taste are actually OUTPUTS from your brain.

“Incredible Shade Illusion!”

https://youtu.be/z9Sen1HTu5o
https://youtu.be/z9Sen1HTu5o
https://youtu.be/z9Sen1HTu5o
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“10 Mind Blowing Optical Illusions”

“Scientists Turn Tastes On and Off by Manipulating Brain Cells”

https://youtu.be/-IWk5NkxQF8
https://youtu.be/-IWk5NkxQF8
https://youtu.be/-IWk5NkxQF8
https://youtu.be/fPamjmJwBTI
https://youtu.be/fPamjmJwBTI
https://youtu.be/fPamjmJwBTI
https://youtu.be/fPamjmJwBTI


Pain Clinic
So if you can grasp that concept that vison and taste are OUTPUTS, then perhaps 
it’s easier to understand that pain is also an OUTPUT, pain will occur when the brain 
perceives damage or the threat of damage and wants action, ultimately pain will 
occur when the brain is of the opinion that the body is under threat.

Here is a great video to go deeper into this.  Now I know this video is a little long, but 
very entertaining and presented by one of the most eminent pain researchers on the 
planet, he’s also very funny and engaging!  Trust me on that one, no one can 
communicate pain better than this gentleman.  Please watch it if you have the time, I 
bet you’ll laugh, at least once 

“TEDxAdelaide - Lorimer Moseley - Why Things Hurt”

This is perhaps my favourite pain video which explains the concept of “Danger Sig-
nals” (Known as Nociceptors) which communicate with the spinal cord and  
eventually the brain which makes the decision about pain by asking “How dangerous 
is this really ….”

https://youtu.be/fPamjmJwBTI
https://youtu.be/gwd-wLdIHjs
https://youtu.be/gwd-wLdIHjs
https://youtu.be/gwd-wLdIHjs
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The brain can even “turn up” or “turn down” the danger signals that it is receiving by 
amplifying the message of the spinal cord, like turning the volume up or down on an 
amplifier.

 For example, if the brain decides the danger signal is not that important then it will 
“turn the pain volume down”.  

Scientifically this is known as Descending Inhibition and this is actually one of the 
great benefits of exercise for decreasing pain, as exercise influences descending 
inhibition 
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So let’s recap again 

Pain is an OUTPUT of the brain (It’s actually more an output of consciousness, but 
let’s keep things simple for now!!!!)

Pain is a decision that the brain decides based on many factors

Danger signals (Nociceptors) inform the spinal cord (amplifier can go up or down), 
and finally the brain which asks the question “How dangerous is this really?”

The amplifier can be turned up with more threat (more pain) or down when we 
exercise (descending inhibition – less pain)

 



Pain Clinic
IMPORTANT POINT – At this stage some of you may be thinking that one may be 
aluding to the fact that pain is all in your head.  

IT’S NOT – PAIN IS VERY REAL.  

Your brain just controls how much you feel.  

You probably have some awareness of this already without even realising it.  You may 
notice that when you pay more attention to your pain and think about it that you’ll 
feel it more, or amplify it, and vice versa there may be times when you are distracted 
or doing another activity and you may not actually feel any pain and forget about it.

This metaphor may help a little to understand it :-
“Pain is like a mayonnaise, there are many components (egg, mustard and oil, or 
Bio-Psycho-Social).”

They can be separated if they are not already part of the mayonnaise, and you can 
identify the different items. However, once the mayonnaise emerges from all of the 
components after a good whipping, it is impossible to separate the egg from the 
mustard or any other component. 

You could guess if there is too much mustard because your mayonnaise will taste 
spicy, but you can’t dissociate it from the mayonnaise.

If you want to change the taste you’d have to modify the recipe completely.

For the Bio-Psycho-Social components of the pain it is exactly the same. 

You can’t separate the Bio from the Psycho-Social, every time pain emerges.

You can guess what the taste is like, but if you want to change it, you dont need to 
(and you can’t) take out the mustard. You have to modify all of the components or 
add a new one to make your pain less spicy.

Your pain is very real, to tell a patient “it’s all in your mind or all in your head” is a 
gross error of where research is currently at. The longer one has pain, moving into 
Chronic/Persistent pain then perhaps the less important structural or tissue states 
are, but the pain produced is still very real, very much a physically felt sensation.

Here at pain clinic we KNOW your pain and suffering is very real. We do however 
think there is more to the story often than simple structural explanations, and we 
respect the nervous system can amplify this pain and make it worse, or even some-
times turn the volume down somewhat. 

This “Sensitivity” of your nervous system which may be overly sensitive, can be 
changed...... and this is the great news.
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Pain is actually very similar to movement, take an arm movement as an example, 
movement starts with some electrical signals in your brain before any movement 
occurs, until a decision is made to move.  The electrical signals in your brain are firing 
sometime before the arm actually starts to move!

Can you think of some habits, thoughts, behaviours you have that may amplify your 
pain, or decrease your pain?

Write down a couple of examples when you’ve noticed something either making your 
pain worse, or made you feel better?

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………


